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Jack Venrick
From:
To:
Sent:
Attach:
Subject:

"Jack Venrick" <jacksranch@skynetbb.com>
"AJack R. Venrick" <jacksranch@skynetbb.com>
Tuesday, May 05, 2009 3:10 PM
Patriot5_89a.GIF; sapfrwb.gif; irsagent.gif; court-booklet-cover.jpg; piercing.gif; backpage.gif; radio2.gif; bullet.gif;
updated.gif; sadams.jpg; vi.gif
Rights Come From God & Cannot Be Taxed, Priviliges Come From Man & May Be

----- Original Message ----From: Jack Venrick
To: AJack R. Venrick
Sent: Sunday, February 03, 2008 8:28 PM
Subject: Rights Come From God & Cannot Be Taxed - Priviliges Come From Man & May Be - Force Cannot Be Used - Learn How
The Traps are Set To Take Our Freedoms Away

February 2, 2008
To: Americans Fighting To Take Back Their Freedom
bcc: All Other americans & governments Who Are Living Off Of Our
Freedoms, i.e. Media, Washington Senate, House, Supreme Court, King County
Council, Association of Washington Cities,

This is an outline of the debauchery by American government and those who
have successfully swindled US.
Our sovereignty and free choice have been most effectively stolen often with
our coerced "voluntary" compliance. I have been researching this strange story
increasingly over the last several years since the theft of my land and the near
loss of my life and my home by the communists who control King County. I
too voluntarily entered into an agreement with this corrupt county government in
2002 to reduce my pension busting property taxes if I would use my land in
certain ways.
I later found that this "contract" was not only done under deception but is
completely unconstitutional and violates all of my rights, the law of the land and
those organic laws our laws are based upon. Property taxes are
unconstitutional. They are stealing my pension to contract with me to steal my
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unalienable rights to use my land as they see fit. Government uses this profile of
deception often to gain compliance. It is the same story with the 1040 form,
drivers licenses, seat belts, vehicles licenses, building permits, home
improvement fees, you name it. This is a violation of the Bill of Rights and
purely an illegitimate government source of revenue.
The history of King County's debauchery taking my land, is not unlike what is
happening in America. This story is more often beyond one's imagination and
ability to listen and believe, let alone, act upon. It is truly "Stranger Than
Fiction". As the freedom movement turns over more stones of debauchery, what
we often find, does not easily fit into our own indoctrinated and patriotic mind
set.
I was raised in a government family. My Father served in the Army Engineers
Topographic Battalion in WWII. Dad was in North Africa during
Hitler/Rommel's invasion and then in Hawaii during the
Japanese/Yamamo's Pacific invasion translating aerial photos into maps for our
troops to use. He went on with his career as a U.S. Forest Service Ranger after
the war. He had this ceremony of tipping his hat when we entered and left a
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture National Forest. I did the same. The Forest Ranger in
those days, maybe more so now sadly, acted as proxy Sheriff. The U.S. Forest
Service was a great source of family pride and honor. The forest rangers were
very tight. I grew up with other U.S. Forest Service kids. I tell you this so you
will understand the horror I am discovering. This is not my discovery work per
se, but others work. I am merely the virtual messenger.







The research of others below, show many of the chains that bind us plus
some keys to our freedom
Herein offers more evidence why private property owners, farmers, ranchers &
contractors are increasingly jailed, financially & emotionally brutalized, taxed to
death & even commit suicide due to government abuse.

Read "The Power To Destroy" - How The IRS became America's Most
Powerful Agency" by Senator William V. Roth, Jr.
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I find no constitutional law, common law or laws of nature to justify the
taking of private property
 The usurpation of private property goes beyond all precedence of
organic law history
 Sovereign individuals are subject only to Common Law, whose primary
purpose is to protect individual rights
 The U.S. Constitution was written from
1. The Common Law and
2. The Bible
3. In an extensive study by the University of Houston http://www.coralridge.org/imp/impact07056.aspx

One third of the quotations in the U.S. Constitution &
Declaration of Independence are cited from the Bible
 “Deuteronomy is cited more than John Locke or anyone else”


There are no founding or organic laws that justify the use of force
against sovereign state Citizens
1. Sovereign Citizens owe no one, anything
2. nor do We owe "income" taxes
3. nor do We owe property taxes
4. nor do We owe sales taxes, flat taxes or fair taxes
5. see article on this above by Devvy "Tax Cuts...."
 Our unalienable rights cannot be converted into privileges by anyone,
 not by the courts, legislatures and administration
 not by the teachers and their unions
 not by the media
 not by government employees and their unions
 not by the cities, counties, state or federal government employees
 not by unelected bodies of people
 not the United Nations
 not by the Supreme Law of the Land
 not even by God, i.e. God bestowed these rights upon us
 not by welfare types, Medicare types, social security types,
Medicaid types, et al
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1. "Traditionally rights of a citizen were a negative concept
2. The original concept were freedoms from religious persecution,
arbitrary arrest, censorship, etc.
3. Now the freedoms from have been debauched into "rights of" &
claims to housing, heath care, etc.
4. This redefinition occurred quietly and near unconsciously ushering
in the present welfare state.
5. Legislation under the New Deal and profound skepticism of the
future of capitalism, i.e. Great Depression caused Roosevelt and
his advisors to a shift of fundamental and long lasting change in
attitude toward private property
6. Laws conceived & presented as emergency measures were subtly
transformed into innovative principles which fundamentally altered
first governmental & then judicial attitudes toward ownership.
7. This was accomplished by extending the principle of fundamental
"rights" from the political to the economic sphere, which had the
effect of converting the concept of right from meaning "security
from" to "claim to".
8. In the process the word "security" was redefined, in Roosevelt's
words, to mean "not only physical security...from attacks by
aggressors...but also economic security, social security, moral
security."
9. When the Supreme Court, operating under the old principles
declared unconstitutional a number of New Deal laws, Roosevelt
tried to alter its composition by adding new ad more liberal
justices. Although the infamous attempt to pack the Court in 1937
failed, the demoralized Court bent a retreat, and as old justices
retired & appointees of Roosevelt replaced them, its philosophical
complexion underwent substantial change.
10. The lacerating struggle over the validity of the New Deal Program
engendered lasting hostility to the judicial protection of property
rights....Once the supreme Court accepted the New Deal, the
justices abruptly withdrew from the field of economic regulation.
This reflected a monumental change in the Court's attitude toward
property rights and entrepreneurial liberty.
11. From its inception, one scholar noted, "the Court deemed its
mission to be the protection of property against depredations by the
people and their legislatures. After 1937 it gave up this mission."
A sharply limited concept of property rights thus operated for the
next generation...Consequently, the Court gave great latitude to
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Congress and state legislatures to fashion economic policy, while
expressing only perfunctory concern for the rights of individual
property owners."
12. This change of attitude found reflection in ambitious schemes of
social reform launched in both Great Britain and the United States
on the outbreak of World War II and in the perception of what
constitutes society's responsibility toward its less fortunate
citizens.
13. From " Property and Rights" Richard Pipes, Baird Research
Professor, History Harvard University

Government breaches our rights by extorting, subverting and conning us
into a "voluntary" compliance
 The organic laws give us the right to pursue happiness, NOT the right to
happiness
 "Congress shall have power to lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts and
excises..."
 This simple statement does not mean what many like to believe
 It certainly does not mean stealing by force/tyranny via IRS, DDES,
SS, FBI, DOT, Sheriff, et al
 These agencies of government do not work for us, i.e. they are mere
pawns
 You must study hard, do your due dilegence, suffer these emails to
see with new eyes
 The Constitution is a limitation upon government not upon the
unalienable rights of state Citizens
 While the states are sovereign, they must limit themselves in size &
to the U.S. Constitution
 State Citizens are sovereign above all government and the
constituting itself
 The current debauchery of extracting and redistributing a sovereign
Citizen's private property is called stealing
 In the Middle ages, the obligation to pay regular taxes was perceived
as tantamount to the loss of personal freedom
 Medieval French kings were expected to pay their own way
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Merovingian & Carolingian kings defrayed costs from their estate rents, tribute
levied to conquered people & war booty

The kings were forbidden to alienate any part of the royal domain
History above extracted, in part, from " Property and Rights" Richard Pipes,
Baird Research Professor, History Harvard University

The government & those who control it (not us) are exponentially using
desperate force
1. Government is shutting down tax freedom sites under "marketing
phony tax shelters"
2. Government have raided & confiscated Representative Ron Paul
precious metal campaign coins & records
3. Check out "Ron Paul & Competing Currencies" article attached
above
4. The growing numbers of private property owner abuse stories are
horrific
 by government tax collectors, code enforcement
employees, King County DDES, et al
 DOT, DOE, DFW, EPA, all the alphabet soup unconstitutional
government departments
 The Department of Tyranny is a growing cancer in this country
 armies of city, county, state & federal agents are stalking &
striking rural property owners.
 Faux (Fox) news will not allow U.S. Representative Ron Paul on the
presidential debates
 i.e. big media = big business = big controls, i.e. they do not
want individual free choice


Only government can take perfectly good paper, cover it with perfectly good ink and make
the combination worthless.
—Milton Friedman
Destroyers seize gold and leave to its owner a counterfeit pile of paper. This kills all
objective standards and delivers men into the arbitrary power of an arbitrary setter of
values. Gold was an objective value, an equivalent of wealth produced. Paper is a
mortgage on wealth that does not exist, backed by a gun aimed at those who are expected
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to produce it.
—Ayn Rand
Atlas Shrugged, 1957

1. How We Lost Our Common Law Heritage http://www.pixi.com/~kingdom/heritage.html


This is a must read and print



The Two Kinds of Law, i.e. Scientific Law & Political Law

2. Supreme Court Cases re. Taxes on Labor http://www.voluntarytax.info/Taxes_on_labor.htm


This is a must read and print

Lays out 42 U.S. Supreme Court rulings directly on Labor and Property
 Lays out 11 Federal Circuit Court Cases
 Taxes and any takings on property are unquestionably unconstitutional


3. The John Quade Speech on the Constitution and Common Law in 1993.


This is a must view and/or read

He spent 20 years, $80,000 with 7000 titles in his library and no fiction.
 Who needs to read fiction when we have a Collectivist government and
media.
 Print out attached doc. and give out copies
 John Quade 1 - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u9xayBdBn_Q
 John Quade 2 - http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=2XG_xN666t4&feature=related
 John Quade 3 - http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=l3CLtHw1qrc&feature=related
 John Quade 4 - http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=gRcJ3Bu4rz8&feature=related
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John Quade 5 - http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=I97tumEbBHU&feature=related
 John Quade 6 - http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=u_oz6kSnEZc&feature=related
 John Quade 7 - http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=u_oz6kSnEZc&feature=related
 Transcript attached above "John Quade Speech.doc"


4. Are you a nonresident alien of the United States? http://www.supremelaw.org/fedzone11/htm/chapter3.htm




The citizen/alien distinction explains the two columns of The Matrix. By
definition, you are an alien with respect to the United States** if you are not a
citizen of the United States**. The happy result of The Matrix is the legal and
logical equation which exists between most State Citizens and nonresident
aliens. A citizen of the United States** is the same thing as a federal citizen.
Anyone who is not a federal citizen is an "alien" with respect to the United
States**. Therefore, as long as a State Citizen is not also a federal citizen, then
such a State Citizen is an "alien" as that term is defined in the IRC. State
Citizens are free to reside wherever they choose, because their right to travel is
an unalienable right. However, the term "resident" has a very specific meaning
in the IRC, whether it is used as an adjective or as a noun.

http://home.earthlink.net/%7Evenue53/statecitizenship.html

5. Sovereignty - http://www.supremelaw.org/fedzone11/htm/chaptr11.htm





This is 20 pages worth printing and reading to understand why you
should be free and are not
The federal Constitution makes a careful distinction between natural born Citizens and
citizens of the United States** (compare 2:1:5 with Section 1 of the so-called 14th
Amendment). One is an unconditional Sovereign by natural birth, who is endowed by the
Creator with certain unalienable rights; the other has been granted the revocable privileges
of U.S.** citizenship, endowed by the Congress of the United States**. One is a Citizen,
the other is a subject. One is a Sovereign, the other is a subordinate. One is a Citizen of our
constitutional Republic; the other is a citizen of a legislative democracy (the federal zone).
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Notice the superior/subordinate relationship between these two statuses. I am forever
indebted to M. J. "Red" Beckman, co-author of The Law That Never Was with Bill Benson,
for clearly illustrating the important difference between the two. Red Beckman has delivered
many eloquent lectures based on the profound simplicity of the following table:


Chain of command and authority in a:

Majority Rule

Constitutional

Democracy

Republic

X
Majority
Government
Public Servants
Case & Statute Law
Corporations
individual

Creator
Individual
Constitution
Government
Public Servants
Statute Law
Corporations

In this illustration, a democracy ruled by the majority
places the individual at the bottom, and an unknown elite, Mr.
"X" at the top. The majority (or mob) elects a government to
hire public "servants" who write laws primarily for the
benefit of corporations. These corporations are either owned
or controlled by Mr. X, a clique of the ultra-wealthy who seek
to restore a two-class "feudal" society. They exercise their
vast economic power so as to turn all of America into a
"feudal zone". The rights of individuals occupy the lowest
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priority in this chain of command. Those rights often vanish
over time, because democracies eventually self-destruct. The
enforcement of laws within this scheme is the job of
administrative
tribunals,
who
specialize
in
holding
individuals to the letter of all rules and regulations of the
corporate state, no matter how arbitrary and with little if
any regard for fundamental human rights:

A democracy that recognizes only manmade laws perforce
obliterates the concept of Liberty as a divine right.

6. Read Richard McDonald's Seminar on state Citizenship http://section520.org/rjmseminar1.html
Print out this index - http://www.state-citizen.org/files/allfiles.txt
 Then go back one page to link the articles - http://www.statecitizen.org/files/
 One article is a letter to all 50 state governors in 1994 - attached
above "OneBraveGovernor.doc


"Next is a deposition hearing by Virgil Cooper in Arizona. Every question is
a trick question, and every answer is the legally correct answer:"...
Q: Are you a citizen of the United States?
A: No, I am not.
Q: Are you a resident of Arizona?
A: No, I am not. I was born in Phoenix. I have lived in Maricopa County all
my life, but I am not a resident. I do not reside.
Q: Are you registered to vote?
A: No, I am not.
Q: Do you have a driver's license?
A: No, I do not.
Q: Do you have any motor vehicles registered in Arizona?
A: No, I do not.
Q: Are you employed?
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A: No. I am not. I am not employed. I am not unemployed. I am not selfemployed. I am not gainfully employed. In fact, I am not employable. But, I
work. Besides, Arizona is a right to work state.
Q: Do you pay state and federal resident income taxes?
A: No, I do not.
Q: Do you pay property taxes in Arizona?
A: No, I do not.
Q: Do you have a marriage license?
A: No, I do not.
Q: Do you have children enrolled in public school?
A: No, I do not. My children are home taught.
You've really done your homework! "

7. Learn How You Are Conned to Give Up Your Rights Voluntarily http://www.propertyrightsresearch.org/articles4/law.htm


We have entered into a swamp of taking via a labyrinth of traps, e.g.
SSN, Drivers License, Voters ID, Tax ID, Vehicle Registration
Numbers, Bank Accounts, Medicare, Medicaid, Investment Accounts, et
al

8. The Common Law Right to Earn a Living http://www.independent.org/pdf/tir/tir_07_1_sandefur.pdf
9. The Alleged 14th Amendment WAS NOT LAWFULLY adopted http://home.earthlink.net/~venue53/14.html
10. Why Zoning Will Not Work - http://www.svpvril.com/CLZoning.html
11. Links to Must See Videos Regarding the Debauched Monetary System and
Corruption of our Constitutional Laws.




Thank you Ken & Dan for forwarding some of this material !
http://honestmoneyreport.com/forum/index.php?topic=8938.0
Buy and read "The Creature from Jekyll Island" - the history of the Federal
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Reserve, G Edward Griffin
Speaking at a Ron Paul Rally in Mountain View, California is a necessary view see how our country has been subverted!
http://nz.youtube.com/watch?v=sw6zhIiGCvg
http://nz.youtube.com/watch?v=W-Dhv59JYpA&feature=related

Preacher Rod Parsley Speaks Out on National Debt - Must
 http://video.google.com/googleplayer.swf?
docId=3051024550497129264

See

12. Unconstitutional Tax Taking
1. The Truth Behind The Income Tax 2.
3.
4.
5.

http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-1784147019818189259
The Tax Facts - http://www.taxtruth4u.com/10k.html
IRS Agent Confesses - http://www.taxtruth4u.com/index1.html
Protect Your Property From Unlawful Liens and Levies http://www.livetaxfree.com/
Becraft Blocks DOJ - Read email above

13. Chinese Farmers Revolt Against Land Ownership System http://www.newsbull.com/forum/topic.asp?TOPIC_ID=57116

14. Open Carry Encounter in New Hampshire - http://www.triallogs.com/
Must See
15. ALLODIAL - http://section520.org/rjmseminar1.html
ALLODIAL. Free; not holden of any lord or superior; owned
without obligation of vassalage or fealty; the opposite of feudal...
ALLODIUM. Land held absolutely in one's own right, and not of
any lord or superior; land not subject to feudal duties or burdens. An
estate held by absolute ownership, without recognizing any superior
to whom any duty is due on account thereof...
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(Ballentine's 1948):
allodial ... Free; not held subordinately; opposed to "feudal." In
England, all lands are held by the crown, and none are allodial. In
the United States, all lands have been allodial since the American
Revolution.
allodium ... An allodial estate; an estate not held under a superior.
See fee.
A U.S. citizen does not have the right to hold property in allodium.
You're a second-class citizen.
If you have your property in allodium, you don't pay land taxes.
16. How The Truth is Sold off in America
Media makes profit selling advertising not the truth, i.e. the truth
offends those taking our freedom
 Political legislation has trumped the truth, our laws of the land,
unalienable rights and organic law
 The collectivist feed on individual truths by transferring them their
applicable group
 The central bankers bankrupted national and individual
sovereignty to take our truth
 The globalist restructure our sovereignty to subvert our truth
 The progressives erode the laws of the land making our truth
relative to their regulation
 20,000,000 government employees consume our truth and our
private property


19. The Siren's Song of Socialism http://www.blupete.com/Literature/Essays/BluePete/SirenSong.htm#Liberalism
Print this out for your reading and homework on freedom
 Canada is waking up too
 This a Nova Scotian fellow of great talent 
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http://www.blupete.com/Intro.htm

Jack Venrick
Follow The Virtual Reconstruction
Of America's Lost Freedom Here
The corner stones of the foundation is being laid
www.freedomforallseasons.org
Enumclaw, Washington
Seek out the hard truth
When 80% of us lived off the land
Before the great takings of 1913
Before the central banking caused Great Depression
Before the orchestrated wars
Before the takings of the New Deal
Before we turned over our sovereignty
Before they wiped us off our land
When we settled our disputes
With a dirty hand shake
When there was only real dirt
Upon our hands
J. Venrick
"To lay with one hand the power of the government on the property of the
citizen, and with the other bestow it on favored individuals...is nonetheless
robbery because it is done under the form of law and is called taxation."
U.S. Supreme Court Loan Association v. Topeka (1874)
The Bill of Rights is a born rebel. It reeks with sedition. In every clause it shakes
its fist in the face of constituted authority...it is the one guaranty of human
freedom to the American people.
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—Frank I. Cobb, 1920
in La Follette's Magazine
"It is in vain, sir, to extenuate the matter. Gentlemen may cry, Peace, Peace--but
there is no peace. The war is actually begun! The next gale that sweeps from the
north will bring to our ears the clash of resounding arms! Our brethren are
already in the field! Why stand we here idle? What is it that gentlemen wish?
What would they have? Is life so dear, or peace so sweet, as to be purchased at
the price of chains and slavery? Forbid it, Almighty God! I know not what
course others may take; but as for me, give me liberty or give me death!"
Patrick Henry March 23, 1775 http://www.law.ou.edu/ushistory/henry.shtml

http://www.save-a-patriot.org/
Together We Must Stand -- Or -- Separately You Will Be Stood
On!!!

"On every question of construction [of the Constitution] let us carry
ourselves back to the time when the Constitution was adopted, recollect
the spirit manifested in the debates, and instead of trying what meaning may be squeezed
out of the text, or intended against it, conform to the probable one in which it was passed."
-- Thomas Jefferson (1743-1826), letter to Judge William Johnson, (from Monticello, June 12, 1823)
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Welcome to the "official" web page of the Save-A-Patriot
Fellowship! We hope your visit will be useful and educational.
Please note that no information herein should be construed to be
legal advice, which can only be provided by a licensed attorney.
We present only factual statements about the law. If you do find
a statement that you believe to be in error please contact us!

TRUTH ATTACK!
The Save-A-Patriot Fellowship has joined forces with Truth
Attack to further spread the truth about income taxation in
the U.S. Click here for details, including the recent Tom
Cryer victory.

Do Courts Have Law Making
Powers?
BOOKLET NOW AVAILABLE AT
COST!
Prompted by the Supreme Court's ourtrageous action,
ignoring the actual language of the 5th Amendment by
declaring that private property may be seized by
government and turned over to private developers for their
personal gain, and the long history of abusive federal case
law, the Save-A-Patriot Fellowship's Fiduciary, John
Baptist Kotmair, Jr., has written this comprehensive
documentary of the actual jurisdictional authority of the
federal courts.
9/17/2009
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This treatise is not only an enlightening tool for the Patriot,
but is ideal for dissemination to those many uninformed
Americans who are not only shocked by this attack on
private property, but also concerned about the possibility of
their own property being in jeopardy.
We believe this information needs to be spread as widely as
possible, therefore we are making printed copies of this 36page booklet available at cost: 3.00 FRNs* each, postpaid.
Order as many as you can and SPREAD THE WORD!
To order, send 3.00 FRNs* postpaid each, in cash or blank
postal money order, to:
Do Courts Have Law Making Powers?
P.O. Box 91
Westminster, MD 21158
*FRNs -- "Federal Reserve Notes" -- the proper term for the fiat currency that
most Americans commonly refer to as "dollars."

For ordering questions or further information, please
contact the Fellowship at 410-857-4441, or us.
A free, electronic version in PDF format may be
downloaded here.
(The Adobe Acrobat Reader or alternative PDF viewing software such as Foxit
Reader is required.)

AVAILABLE NOW!
The long-awaited book by
SAPF founder John Kotmair...

"Piercing the
Illusion"
Introduction from the cover:
9/17/2009
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"Deals with the whys and wherefores of the
dwindling of American Individual Liberties.
It sets straight the widespread
misconceptions of what Freedom really is. It
leads the reader through American history,
revealing facts that are not taught in the
established version of history to which our
children are subjected. It exposes beyond a
shadow of a doubt how Americans have been
enslaved and don't even realize it. It names
the individuals and presents irrefutable
evidence of their treasonous acts. It reveals
how America is 180 degrees from the
purpose of its founding."

Accolades for Piercing the Illusion...
"You have succinctly detailed the many past and
continuing attempts being made by the socialists to
return mankind to a state of servitude and ignorance
and what steps we must take NOW to preserve our
NATURAL right to be free and responsible citizens."
-- Michael Jon Kell, MD PhD
"Written in John Kotmair's folksy style, 'Piercing
the Illusion' was a joy to read. More importantly, it is
packed with indispensable information that all
Americans need to know. It serves well as another
great reference tool for those in the Constitutionalist
movement."
-- Dave Buhlman, NH State Representative

Click here for more letters and comments
from readers in praise of Piercing the
Illusion!

To order, send 39.95 FRNs*,
plus 6.00 shipping (total 45.95)
in cash or blank postal money
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order, to:
Piercing the Illusion
P.O. Box 91
Westminster, MD 21158
*FRNs -- "Federal Reserve Notes" -- the proper
term for the fiat currency that most Americans
commonly refer to as "dollars."
For ordering questions or further information on
Piercing the Illusion, please contact the Fellowship
at 410-857-4441, or us. (Call or write for quantity
pricing!)

Click here for our other available educational books and tapes...

Visit our On-Line Information Center:
Listen live! SAPF Saturday night
meetings are available here via
streaming audio. In addition,
programming is provided 24/7, and
archived meetings may be played
on demand.

The Truth
Behind the
Income Tax

The Truth Behind the Income Tax, the groundbreaking 2-hour
video that explores the fundamental issues revolving around the
income tax, is now available online! Learn about the nature of
income taxes & currency, and how government agency
employees routinely misapply and subvert the law. Click here first
for a short introduction to the full-length program. (Note: These links
will take you to 3rd-party web pages. A broadband internet
connection is required.)
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Liberty Tree

The Liberty Tree, Save-A-Patriot's monthly news publication, is
available here for viewing and download.

DOJ
complaint

The Department of Justice has filed suit against the Save-APatriot Fellowship, seeking an injunction. Details here. (Last
update: 9/10/2007).

Purpose

What the Save-A-Patriot Fellowship is all about.

Meet the
Fellowship

Photographic tour of the Fellowship's facilities. (Graphics heavy!)

Membership
info

How to join the Save-A-Patriot Fellowship.

Basics

The structure and application of Federal tax law.

Instructional
materials

Educational videos, books, and materials available from SAPF.

Articles from
our newsletter

Sample articles from the Fellowship's full-length newsletter,
Reasonable Action. Complete sample issues now available for
download!

RA "What If"
Special
Edition

Special Edition Reasonable Action Newsletter -- with plan to restore
the Liberty Works radio network.

National Debt
Clock

Watch the national debt climb before your eyes! (NOTE: This link
leads to a 3rd-party web site. Javascript is used to generate the debt
clock counter.)

Files

Selected files from SAPF's FreedomNet BBS, available for
downloading.

Legal
Research

Links to resources for legal research available on the Internet.

Links of
interest

Links to Internet sites dealing with freedom and taxation
issues, and other topics of interest.

Caveat emptor

Beware of hucksters, charlatans, and snake-oil peddlers posing as
"patriots!"

Kotmair v.
Brown

Save-A-Patriot fiduciary John Kotmair debates ex-IRS attorney on
the air!
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IRS raids
SAPF ...and
loses!

In December of 1993, the Internal Revenue service conducted an
illicit raid of the SAPF offices and attempted to indict fiduciary John
Kotmair in an attempt to shut the Fellowship down. They failed, and
SAPF prevailed in court. Here's the rest of the story...

The Ed
Kotmair case

Forget the rumors and hearsay, here are the facts surrounding the trial
and conviction of Ed Kotmair.

We encourage feedback and inquiries...
Please us with any comments or questions!
(NOTE: Plain text is the preferred format for email messages.
See http://expita.com/nomime.html for details.)
For a free information packet, send us your name and address or call
the number below:

Save-A-Patriot Fellowship
P.O. Box 91
Westminster, MD 21158
410-857-4441 (Voice) | 410-857-5249 (Fax)

NOTE: We respect your privacy. SAPF does not track visitors to its web site and does not obtain any
information from your computer system. We do not write "cookies" to your system, do not attempt to
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run Java, Javascript, or ActiveX scripts on your computer (except for masking email addresses from
spammers), and do not engage in any other invasive activity while you are online. (However, we
cannot guarantee this to be the case with other web pages for which links are provided.)
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